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About This Game

Hammerfight is about 2D battles of flying machines equipped with various slashing, piercing and blunt weaponry.A unique
combat system is based on realistic physics simulation, and it ties the movements of the rider to the movements of your mouse.

As you wave the mouse, your rider swings his warhammer, smashing the foe into the wall!
This creates an unequaled feel of the real strike, a feel of the mass of the weapon in your hands. Simulated physics and direct

mouse control creates a huge variety of possible battle techniques and an unlimited field for perfecting one's fighting skill.

Intuitive mouse control

Realistic physics, breakable objects

Great storyline

High quality art

More that 50 weapons

3 additional modes, up to 4 players
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reminds the good old gameboy like games. First time writing a review:
Just like Reign of Kings, this game has potential. It's original, has a huge map, you can raid, gives you allot to explore\/build and
has some cool feautures, such as: becoming president, having children, becoming chief etc.
However, just like their previous games it is a buggy, not optimized, mess. I don't know if it is just a cash grab or the developers
truly wanted to make something cool and don't know how to. I guess we will never truly know.

-Pro's:
Original
Cool features: president, children
Nice building\/crafting options
Big map: allot to explore
VOIP: always cool to mingle with the online players
Tax system

-Cons:
Map to big for 32 players
Loading time: 5-15min average (even with a good pc) if you are even able to connect
Crashes: sometimes nothing, other times it lasts the whole evening
AI always stuck or not moving fluently (=just gliding)
Building has allot of bugs: for example, not placing on the right spots
You can fall through the map and go through rocks (in most of the times)
Optimization: the worst i have ever seen in a game = even if you have a beast pc you will prob get 30FPS max on med
Cheaters
Resource gathering is the main thing
Etc.

I've probably forgotten so many things but honnestly, if the game looks appealing to you and you just wanna build something
then go for it. If you are a gamer that hates unfinished, laggy, not optimized games than stay away from this one.
To the CodeHatch studio: Please hire 1-3 more people that know how to finish or code a game properly, you will gain respect
back from allot of gamers.. Stunning voice acting. 10\/10 would doot more loot.. update 2017-10-17. It's fixed. I'll edit review
when I get more feels about the game.

=====
When I bought the game its working fine. Now when I start the game I can barely see some text and everything else is blacked
out. It's not playable now.. I LOVE THIS GAME!!!!!
Love the graphics and sound effects they suit my style plus the amount of polish is amazing!!!. You know how a rhythm-based
game basically makes all your body feel in sync with beats? This one just doesn't .. I expected to be trained into the rhythm like
a mindless pet, instead after an hour the game still feels clumsy and I need a lot of conscious thought to even make it through
basic jump-scenes. Not a fan, refunding :(. Originally, I wasn't going to get this dlc as I feel it's far too expensive, HOWEVER,
if you buy the season pass then you get all 6 upcoming dlc packs, which makes each pack less than \u00a34!
You also get access to the beta.

I'm a massive fan of Brands Hatch, it's one of my favourite circuits and Reiza have done a top notch job here with Brands and
the other circuits.
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The cars are pretty decent too, although I'm more of a fan of saloon cars, DTM, GT3 and WTCC type cars so I'm hoping they
bring something out along those lines soon.

So if you've bought the season pass then this stuff is an absolute steal, my advice would be to get it before it goes up in price :).
This is a good meme game for me. Gao Gao.
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Just idle for achievements. Give me more power \(*o*)/. I love this game and I don't want it to stop. It's right up there with
DDLC. I absolutely adored this game. The art style is unique and lovely, and the gameplay offers a really awesome puzzle-
solving experience from start to finish. I was captivated the entire time and only wish that the main story was longer. But fret
not, for there is still boatloads of content, especially if you are the type of gamer that loves to explore the environment and look
in every nook and cranny to see what there is to see. There are plenty of things to do and tidbits to figure out that have nothing
to do with the main story itself, so you can definitely keep busy! You have to be the type of person that enjoys learning and
"detective work", though. (I myself filled up like 30 pages of a notebook with information I gathered along the way as it helped
me learn how the in-game coding language worked and whatnot!) Every "ah-hah!" and eureka moment I had whenever I
discovered something new was a really satisfying feeling. :). Think this tantalising strategy\/Tactical game was a challenge
before, then try this map. Loaded with obstacles you must cross or go around to get to your target, with unlimited angles and
corners for enemies to hide in or behind makes this a must-have for anyone ehose found their way through so far.
No-one could call this game is easy, and I'd call anyone out on it who does, but this one is a doozy. Okay, you only get one map
but you aren't paying $4 as Stardock would have you pay, and you are getting better value (yes you get a sub-faction with the
"Ashes...
 map, but one already created in the forst "ashes..."). Think of the time it took to create this devlish masterpiece, test it out and
tweak it some more and you have more than your money's worth.
Don't let this game die - support the Devs and crow about how you breezed though without a loss (and watch me call you out on
it...hehe).
Keep the content coming, guys. There are still players looking for more challenges.. I can't find her in my character selection
screen. Any ideas?. Great Game. No Voice-Overs Though.. Hilarious fun. Simple, but chaotic too. Laugh Out Loud!. What is
this crap ?

This game is Horrible, its feels like a pathetic student project at creating a rpg using unity engine, stay away from this turd, I
can't believe I have this game on my library, I wonder how that thing went there in the first place...

Just stay away from it, that crap barely works.
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